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I WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

Wurtulla, Sunshine
Coast
0401 93 1080
sunshinecoastvideo@gmail.com
www.sunshinecoastvideo.com.au

Welcome
Thank you for getting in touch. I hope we
can give you what you're looking for.

At Sunshine Coast Videography, we are all about capturing your
moments! We would love the opportunity to produce for you a highquality video of your day, something that is candid and real.
We want that every time you sit down to watch your wedding video that
all the feelings come back and you can relive one of the most significant
days of your lives.
We know that being filmed is a foreign idea and a lot of people can be
hesitant - but on the flip side, we also have had 100's of Brides and
Grooms tell us it's one of the best decisions they made for there
wedding.

I hope to get a chance to meet you both.

DOCUMENTARY

PACKAGE ONE $990

* Ceremony.

PACKAGE TWO $1390

* Ceremony + 1hr Video shoot
after.
PACKAGE THREE $1699

* Bride Prep + Ceremony + Video
shoot after.

PACKAGE FOUR $2099

* Ceremony + Video shoot after
Reception for 3 hours.

PACKAGE FIVE $2499

* Bride Prep + Ceremony + Video
Shoot after.
Reception extended for 4 hours.

ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE A LONG EDIT
VIDEO IN HIGH-DEFINITION ON USB.
1 VIDEOGRAPHER, 2 CAMERAS & LAPEL
MICROPHONES.

UPGRADE:

TRAILER/HIGHLIGHT + $449, RAW FOOTAGE ON USB $299, AERIAL/DRONE VIDEO
FROM $350, 4K ULTRA HIGH DEFINITION COPY $490, 3 DVDS $339, 3 BLU-RAYS $439,
PHONE VERSION $100, BRIDE PREP $349, GROOM PREP $349,
EXPRESS EDIT 1 WEEK $199, GUEST MESSAGES $199,
RECEPTION EXTRA TIME $150 PER 30MIN, ADDITIONAL EDITING $100PH
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BY JAYDEN
TOOHEY

PREMIUM
FROM $5990

PREMIUM HIGHLIGHTS

MOTION

CAN INCLUDE;

Pre-Wedding Day Shoot
Short Film (as on website)
Wedding Film (full length)
Motion & Time-lapse Package
Drone/Aerial video
4k video

DRONE

It's all in the art!
Jayden spends more time planning & getting to know each couple resulting in a stunning
cinematic record of your special day. "We get to know the couple & use whatever equipment is
necessary to create the vision the couple is after". Jayden represents years of experience in
wedding videography, creating emotive and visually stunning films. His work has been displayed
on Foxtel, Sony TV and more. Jayden's style is candid resulting in natural shots where the couple
feels comfortable. We use a range of Hollywood style motion equipment to achieve the movie
style shots everyone has come to love.
Watch a sample Short Film on our website to see what Premium is all about.
WHY PREMIUM:

